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Abstract—In this article, representativity between two 

multidimensional acoustical spaces of vowel has been 

formulated based on the geometric mean of correlation of 

average directional vector, variance-covariance matrices, 

and Mahalanobis distance. Generally, the 

multidimensional spaces formed by different 

combinations of acoustical features of vowel are 

considered as the vowel perceptual spaces. Therefore, ten 

bangla vowel-sounds (/অ/ [/a/], /আ/ [/ã/], / ই/ [/i/] , /ঈ/ 

[/ĩ/], /উ/ [/u/], / ঊ/ /ũ/, /এ/ [/e/], /ঐ/ [/ai/] , /ও/ [/o/] and 

/ঔ/ [/au/]) are collected from each native Bengali speaker 

to build the perceptual space of the speaker using the 

acoustical features of vowels. Similarly, total nine 

perceptual spaces are constructed from nine speakers and 

these are utilized to evaluate representativity. Using the 

proposed method, representativities of differently 

constructed perceptual spaces have been evaluated and 

compared numerically. Furthermore, dominating and 

representative acoustical features are also identified from 

the principal components of the perceptual spaces.  

 

Index Terms—Representativity, Average directional 

vector, Formant frequency, Variance-covariance matrices, 

Mahalanobis distance, Eigen-value and Eigenvector. 

 

I.  INTRODUCTION 

Vowel sound is produced from glottal pulse modulated 

by quasi-stationary vocal-tract and dynamic modulation 

of vocal-tract around its quasi-stationary shape extends 

the acoustic features from vowel to generate consonantal 

sounds [1, 2]. In consequence of dynamic modulation, 

information is injected to the speech. As the vowels are 

supporting the information content consonants, vowels 

are considered as the crankshaft of language. For these 

reasons, a lot of researches have been conducted on 

vowel perception and these have given rise to new 

conceptions of perception as mapping of acoustic features 

with auditory cortex [3, 4]. In auditory cortex, receptive 

fields are defined as cortical circuits involving small 

clusters of neurons ordered topographically according to 

the tuning characteristics of cochlea and the clustered 

neurons as well as cortical circuit becoming active with 

specific acoustic features. But, the acoustical features of 

vowels consist not only specific linguistic information but 

also perturbed acoustical features which are generated 

during vowel production due to the differences of vocal-

tract size, shape and physical conditions of speakers [5, 6]. 

Moreover, the environmental noises also contaminate the 

acoustical features of vowels. Despite these perturbed 

acoustical features, human auditory system can recognize 

the vowel perfectly as human auditory system has an 

elegant neural network to accurately detect the right 

acoustical features from the perturbed acoustical features 

[7, 8]. Due to the excellent recognition features of human 

auditory system, researchers are trying to design human 

auditory inspired robust speech recognition system [9, 

10]. But, the invariant or representative acoustical 

features which activate the specific cortical circuit are 

still unknown [11]. Beside auditory model of vowel 

perception, vowel recognition for different languages are 

still improving by different non-auditory based 

techniques [12, 13, 14, 15]. Among these techniques, 

determination of representative acoustical features of 

vowels and using these in perception purpose is a better 

technique as it can identify the key acoustical features of 

perception [15, 16, 17, 18]. So, in both auditory and non-

auditory models based speech perception, the 

representative acoustical features of vowel are important 

and a number of researches have already been conducted 

for searching the representative acoustical features for 

vowel perception [14, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23]. 

According to the article [19], fundamental frequency 

0( )f  and first three formant frequencies ( 1 2 3)F F F， ，  

contain sufficient information for vowel perception. In 

another report, Walden and his group proposed 

fundamental frequency 0( )f , age, and voice-quality 

based vowel perceptual space to evaluate the similarity of 

male and female voices [20]. Beside the above mentioned 

acoustical features, jitter and shimmer are also considered 

as perceptual space members with fundamental 0( )f  and 

formant frequencies ( )F  by Kreiman et. al. in [21]. As 

formant dispersions or transitions affect on vowel 

perception process, these are also included in perceptual 

space in reports [22, 23]. In 2013, Lopez et. al. reported 

twelve-dimensional acoustic 

vector (𝑉 = jitter, shimmer, 𝑓0, 𝐹𝑖(1 < 𝑖 < 5), D(𝐹5 −
𝐹1), D(𝐹4 − 𝐹3), D(𝐹5 − 𝐹3), D(𝐹5 − 𝐹4) ) for speech 
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similarity determination [14]. Here, “D” refers dispersion 

of formant frequencies and the vector is frequently called 

“multidimensional acoustical vector”. So, the above 

mentioned vowel perceptual spaces are formed by 

different combinations of acoustical features and 

representativities of these should be evaluated 

numerically with an appropriate method to identify the 

prominent acoustical features. However, representativity 

is well described with the direction of data sets, variance-

covariance matrices and the distance between data sets 

centroids in article [24]. So, determination of 

representativity of vowel perceptual space considering 

these three factors will be an interesting report in 

psychoacoustic research community. In this articles, we 

will determine and compare the representativities of 

different Bangla vowel perceptual spaces as Bangla is the 

seventh spoken language in the world with 215 million 

speakers [25]. 

The rest of the article is organized as follows: in 

section II, related works have been discussed. The 

representativity of vowel perceptual spaces have been 

modeled with principal components and shown in section 

III. Bangla vowel-sounds collection process is described 

in section IV. Representativity of Bangla vowel 

perceptual space is evaluated numerically in Section V. 

Finally, in section VI, important points are summarized. 

 

II.  RELATED WORKS 

For evaluating representativity of vowel perceptual 

space, synthesized vowels are presented to listeners and 

their categorized response are utilized to develop formant 

based likelihood function which is considered as a 

representative scale [16]. Comparing to synthesized 

vowels, representative model of natural vowels are more 

complicated as these consist of perturbed acoustical 

features and noises. Based on the natural vowels, 

representativities of first and second formant based 

perceptual spaces have been reported for English, 

German, Dutch, French, and Spanish languages in the 

articles [15, 16, 17, 18] and these reports mainly used 

probability density function as a performance evaluating 

scale. Probability density function or likelihood function 

is a member of representivity of multidimensional data 

sets, but except these, other members such as direction of 

data sets, variance-covariance matrices and the distance 

between data sets centroids are better representativity 

measuring scales. Although these three factors can 

describe representativity more accurately, but to the best 

of our knowledge, the representativity of perceptual space 

considering these has not been reported yet. 

 

III.  MATHEMATICAL MODEL OF PERCEPTUAL SPACE 

REPRESENTATIVITY 

Vowel perceptual vectors are the multidimensional 

variables which represent vowels in recognizable form 

and matrix formed by tabulating these vectors defines 

vowel perceptual space. For the rest of the article, V  is 

used to represent vowel perception space which mainly 

contains linguistic information vexed by perturbed 

acoustical features. For eliminating these perturbed 

features representativity is used as it indicates the 

linguistic information of vowel. Among three 

representativity measuring scales, correlation of average 

directional vector (ADV) has been formulated as 
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where, P  is the correlation coefficient of ADV, 
1d  and 

2d  are ADVs which are defined as a weighted sum of the 

eigenvectors and the weights are the associated eigen-

values as 
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where ,   and q  are eigenvector, eigen-value and the 

number of principal components (PCs) are considered 

respectively. However, the mathematical relation of the 

eigen-value and eigenvector can be written as Ru u ; 

where R  is the covariance matrix which is defined as 

[ ]TR E V V  and T  and E  refers transpose and expected 

operators. Like the correlation of ADV, comparison of 

variance-covariance matrices is the second scale of 

representativity which is defined in article [24] as  
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Centroids-similarity evalutating statistics, Mahalanobis 

distance has been included as third representativity 

measuring scale in this article and the mathematical 

definition of the scale, M  is [24] 
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where, D  and critD  are Mahalanobis distance and critical 

Mahalanobis distance respectively. The Mahalanobis 

distance is calulated by the following:  
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where, 1V , 
2V  are mean column vectors of the two 

perceptual spaces. Another term in (4) is critical 

Mahalanobis distance which is defined as  
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where F  is the F-distriution value for 95% samples with 

q  and 1)(2 qn  degree of freedom. Therefore, the 

representativity between two vowel perceptual spaces is 

formulated by the geometric mean of the statistics ,P C  

and M  as  

 

3= PCMR                               (7) 

 

where, R  is the representativity. 

IV.  BANGLA VOWEL SOUND COLLECTION  

Ten Bangla vowel-sounds (/অ/ [/a/], /আ/ [/ã/], / ই/ [/i/], 

/ঈ/ [/ĩ/], /উ/ [/u/], / ঊ/ /ũ/, /এ/ [/e/], /ঐ/ [/ai/] , /ও/ [/o/] and 

/ঔ/ [/au/]) are utilized to form Bangla vowel perceptual 

space. Vowel-sounds are collected from nine male 

students (age 22-27 years) of Khulna University of 

Engineering & Technology (KUET), Khulna, Bangladesh 

and all are native Bengali speakers. Subjects were given 

as much time as need to prepare themselves to utter 

vowels. Ten vowel sounds were recorded from each 

speaker in noise-proof chamber located in Electrical and 

Electronic Engineering department, KUET. The 

experimental sound capturing process is shown in Fig. 1. 

Sensitive condenser type microphone, RODE NT2-A 

with Scarlett2i2 interface was used for recording the 

sounds at sampling rate 44100 Hz. 

 

 

Fig.1. Experimental setup for Bangla vowel sound recording. 

 

V.  EXPERIMENTAL OBSERVATIONS OF CONSISTENCY 

Five formant trajectories of ten Bangla vowels are 

determined using Praat [26] script setting window length 

0.025s. For each speaker, vowel perceptual spaces are 

formed using the mean value of the formant trajectories 

by the following two ways (model-I and –II): 

 

 
For model-I                                                                        For model-II 

Fig.2. Normalized eigen-value profiles for nine perceptual spaces.
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From the perceptual spaces defined in (8), eigen-values 

and eigenvectors of PCs are evaluated using "prcomp" 

function of statistical software R [27]. Also normalized 

eigen-values,   of perceptual spaces for nine speakers 

are calculated as i
i

ii  /=  and are shown in Fig. 2 

for both models. Here, "S" refers the speaker and the 

number indicates speaker identity. Eigenvalue refers the 

amount of information occupied by the associate 

eigenvector or PC. Within the perceptual space, first PC 

contains maximum amount of infromation and the 

amount decrease gradually with increasing the order of 

PCs. The invariant part of nine perceptual spaces is 

multidimensional linguistic information which is 

perturbated by non-linguistic factors. For this reason, 

eigenvalue distributions are almost same and sometime 

indistinguishable. From Fig. 2, it is found that normalized 

first and second eigen-value ranges are 0.9334-0.6351 

and 0.3326-0.04273 for model-I and 0.8970-0.4863 and 

0.3603-0.0583 for model-II. So, comparing to model-I, 

linguistic information of model-II is distributed in more 

directions. Considering all nine perceptual spaces, 

average eigen-value profiles are also evaluated and 

tabulated in Table 1.  

According to Table 1, first PC of model-I consists of 

80.58% of average eigen-value of the vowel perceptual 

space and the first PC is sufficient to represent the 

perceptual space as the eigen-value limit is 80.00% for 

representing the multidimensional space [28]. For model-

II, first PC is not sufficient to represent the perceptual 

space which consists of 76.81% of eigen-value; first two 

PCs are required to represent and their eigen-value 

summation is 92.24%. In addition to first eigen-values, 

first eigenvectors are also necessary as these reveal the 

contributions of perceptual space members in dominating 

first PCs. Then, first eigenvectors of nine perceptual 

spaces are also shown in Fig. 3 with respect to perceptual 

space members for both models. Like the eigenvalue 

distributions shown in Fig. 2, first eigenvector profiles 

are also overlap one another as the main component of 

the nine perceptual spaces is same linguistic information. 

Herein, the contributions of 2F  and 3F  are 

comparatively higher than others and the variances of  

2F  and 3F  are 0.03415 and 0.03417 respectively for 

model-I and 0.05826 and 0.03066 for model-II. So, more 

consistency of the dominating perceptual member, 2F  is 

found in model-I comparing with -II. On the other hand, 

inconsistent contributions are found in 5F  and ( 2)D F . 

However, the contributions of 0, 1, 4F F F  and ( 1)D F  

are not significant in vowel perceptual space.  

Table 1. Average normalized eigen-value profiles for both models. 

Eigen number  
Normalized Eigen-value 

For model-I For model-II  

1 0.8058  0.7681 

2 0.1392  0.1564  

3 0.0379  0.0507 

4 0.0136  0.0177 

5 0.0033  .0043 

6 —-  .0025 
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For model-I                                                                       For model-II 

Fig.3. First eigenvectors of nine vowel perceptual spaces. 

Beside the first PC, the contributions of perceptual 

space members of second PCs are also evaluated and 

dispersive nature is found with respect to first PCs. Using 

first and second PCs, the ADVs are calculated according 

to (2) and shown in Fig. 4 which shows the dispersive 

members are present in model-II. In Fig. 4, it is also 

found that the contributions of 2F  and 3F   are 

prominent comparing with others. Furthermore, the 

dispersions of perceptual space members of first PC, 

second PC, and ADV are shown in Table 2 and the 

variance of first PC is always lower than the second PC. 

As the first PC contains of more invariant lingusitic 

information with respect to second PC, the variances of 

first PC members are lower than second PC. The average 

variances of perceptual space members in first PC, 

second PC and ADV are 0.0372, 0.1492, and 0.0176 

respectively for model-I and 0.04883, 0.16508 and 

0.0205 for model-II. From the above numerical 

comparisons, it is found that model-I is more consistent 

than model-II.   

Correlation coefficients defined in (1), ( , ;1 9,1 9)i j i jP      

are calculated and shown in Fig. 5 for both models. 

Among these coefficients, minimum and average values 

are 0.5800 and 0.8704 (without considering the diagonal 

elements) respectively for model-I; therefore, the average 

angular deviation is 29.07 )29.07=8704)(arccos(0. 
. 

For model-II, the minimum and average correlation 

coefficients are 0.6160 and 0.8317 respectively; hence, 

the average angular deviation is 
33.72  which is higher 

than model-I. From the average angular deviations 

comparison, model-I has better representativity. 

 

 
For model-I                                                                       For model-II 

Fig.4. Contributions of ADVs for nine perceptual spaces. 

Variance-covariance comparison scale, ( , ;1 9,1 9)i j i jC      

and Mahalanobis distance based scale ( , ;1 9,1 9)i j i jM      of 

representativity are also evaluated using (3 and 4) and 

shown in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7. Here, ),( jiC  indicates the 

linguistic information of first two PCs of perceptual space 

i  shared by its counterparts in perceptual space j  and 

this sharing is not commutative. Other scale, ),( jiM  

measures the closeness of linguistic information centroid 

of perceptual space i  to j  and similarly, the closeness 

scale is also non-commutative. For these reasons, 

representative scale C  and M  are not symmetric (i.e. 

),(),(),(),(  and ijjiijji CCMM  ) like first scale, P . 
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Heter, the minimum and average value of C are 0.330 

and 0.7733 respectively for model-I and 0.400 and 0.8041 

for model-II. Another scale, M  have minimium and 

average values are 0.00 and 0.6570 respectively for 

model-I and 0.00 and 0.7049 for model-II. The scaled 

value of zero indicates that the distance between two 

centroids of perceptual spaces is greater than the critical 

distance defined in (6). The variations of speakers vocal-

tract size, shape and physical structure may be 

responsible for the large distance. Based on the scales C  

and M , model-II is superior than -I and the situation is 

opposite when the scale P  is considered. Using these 

three representativity measuring scales, ),,( MCP  the 

representativities are determined according to (7) and the 

values are 0.7618 and 0.7782 for model-I and -II 

respectively. So, model-I )54,3,2,1,=( FFFFFV and -

II )2)(1),(3,2,1,0,=( FDFDFFFFV  have 

approximately same type of representativity. 

Table 2. Variances of first PC, second PC and ADV members for both models. 

Model-I  Model-II  

Member 
Variance 

Member 
Variance 

1st PC 2nd PC ADV 1st PC 2nd PC AVD 

F1 0.0332 0.2452 0.0169 F0 0.0841 0.1763 0.0140 

F2 0.0341 0.2567 0.0126 F1 0.0355 0.1828 0.0146 

F3 0.0341 0.1231 0.0147 F2 0.0582 0.1772 0.0320 

F4 0.0099 0.0263 0.0073 F3 0.0306 0.2162 0.0262 

F5 0.0749 0.0945 0.0362 D(F1) 0.0169 0.0243 0.0050 

– – – – D(F2) 0.0674 0.0674 0.0312 

 

 
For model-I                                                                       For model-II 

Fig.5. Correlation coefficients of ADVs for nine perceptual spaces. 

 
For model-I                                                                       For model-II 

Fig.6. Variance-Covariance comparison based representativity for nine perceptual spaces. 
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VI.  CONCLUSION 

Representativity between two vowel perceptual spaces 

has been modeled using average directional vector, 

variance-covariance matrices and Mahalanobis distance 

mathematically. Using the proposed method, 

representativities have been evaluated numerically from 

the vowel perceptual spaces formed by two different 

ways: model-I is formed by only formant frequencies and 

model-II consists not only formant frequencies but also 

fundamental frequency and dispersion of formant 

frequencies. From these perceptual spaces, the average 

normalized first eigen-values of model-I and -II are 

0.8058 and 0.7681 respectively and among the perceptual 

space members, 2F  and 3F  are dominating and their 

contributions are more significant. Beside these factors of 

perceptual spaces, the average correlation coefficient and 

angular deviation of ADV are 0.8704 and 29.07  

respectively for model-I and 0.8317 and 33.72  for 

model-II. Based on the ADV correlation, model-I is 

preferable than model-II. But, opposite results are found 

considering variance-covariance matrices and 

Mahalanobis distance. The average values of these two 

representativity measuring scales ( MC, ) for model-II 

are 0.8041 and 0.7049 and for model-I are 0.7733 and 

0.6570. Using the geometric mean of these three scales 

),,( MCP  representativities for two models are 

calculated and the values are 0.7618 and 0.7782 for 

model-I and –II respectively. So, linguistic information 

representativities of both vowel perceptual models are 

approximately same. 

 

 
For model-I                                                                      For model-II 

Fig.7. Mahalanobis distance based representativity for nine perceptual spaces. 
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